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  Description
        
      
    

  

  Bossman’s Colotion is reinventing the lotion industry. Bosses no longer have to worry about lotions and cologne clashing or competing to gain the approval of the noses of friends and family. One product. One scent. Two jobs completed.

Choosing the right scent for you can be a challenge, but we’re here to make things easier. Check out our breakdown of scents below and if you still can’t pick… we offer a three pack!

Order and use at your own risk, the attention our Colotion scents warrant can be overwhelming to the Boss who isn’t ready for it. Especially during close encounters.

VETIVER X - This is the perfect scent for the man who works hard and cleans up well. The scent base delivers a masculine sweetness of essential oil blends that consist of Bergamot, Vanilla, and Frankincense. Complimenting this sweetness is a fine high-note of freshness derived from oils of Vetiver and Cedarwood. Be driven and stay classy with Bossman’s Vetiver X.

ROYAL OUD - This is for the man that demands presence when he enters the room. Designed for a king, Royal Oud delivers smooth Cedarwood and Bergamot undertones that’s complimented perfectly with hints of lemon, clove, and pepper oils. Smell like royalty, feel like a king with Bossman’s Royal Oud.

THE GATSBY - Some scents are timeless. They transcend generations and tell a story. The Gatsby is the epitome of energetic, classy with freshness. By utilizing a unique blend of citrus oils like orange, lemon, and a hint of patchouli, your first impression will be clean and crisp. The hint of lavender gives off a smooth finish. Create your own legacy with The Gatsby by Bossman.




            
				
					Our Guarantee
        
      
    

  
					Our all-natural ingredients and kit options ensure there’s a way for any boss - and his beard - to get exactly what they’re looking for. Add Bossman’s Colotion to you cart and those around you will be glad you did. We guarantee it or your money back, no questions asked.


				
				
          

            
				
					Scents
        
      
    

  
					
							  	
									vetiver-x
								 
								
	
									the-gatsby
								 
								
	
									royal-oud
								 
								


							   
								
								  
Vetiver X
If you work hard and clean up even better you’re in the right place. A blend of bergamot, vanilla, and frankincense compliment high-notes of freshness derived from oils of vetiver and cedarwood.

								

							   
								
								  
The Gatsby
The Gatsby is full of class and freshness for the man who is buttoned up, refined, and timeless. A unique blend of citrus oils, lemon, and a hint of patchouli, prepare you to make a clean and crisp first impression. Don’t worry though, Boss, hints of lavender give off a smooth finish leaving you on the mind of those you’ve met for a long time to come.

								

							   
								
								  
Royal Oud
Designed for a king, Royal Oud’s Cedarwood and Bergamot undertones are complemented with hints of lemon, clove, and pepper oils. This scent is for the Boss who garners attention from all of those around him based on not only his devilishly good looks, but his attitude and accolades as well.
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	What people are saying about Bossman Colotion
	
	
        
		
			
				
				
from Steven T.
				

				I Am Hooked - Be careful, this stuff is addicting. Since I like all of the scents and couldn't decide which to get, I got the 3-in-1 pack. No oily, greasy residue; rubs right in and the smell lasts all day. Love this stuff!

				
				
					
					2012
				
			

		

		
		
			
				
				
from Timothy O.
				

				Best smells ever in a men’s product!- I love Bossman products and these are some of the best! They smell amazing and do a good job of hydration on those dry spots. My fav is royal oud but Gatsby is a close second then vetiver x. I rotate them all , for a different one each day.

				
				
					
					2017
				
			

		

		
		
			
				
				
from Rick D.
				

				Bossman did it again- First off let me say I have been using Bossman beard oil and balm for a few months now and I gotta say it is my main go to. The jelly is amazing and I love the consistency of the balm. That being said, I was intrigued when I found out about the colotion after I saw their YouTube video for it. I don’t use cologne or body spray typically because I don’t like to spray chemicals on myself and I tend to get an irritating rash from most of them. This colotion is a game changer cause I can smell good for my wife now. It feels good on the skin, the scent lasts most of the day and my tattoos even look more vibrant. I got the three pack with one of each. My favorite is the Royal Oud because the scent is nice and subtle and the Vetiver is a close second. The Gatsby isn’t really my style cause it’s very cologne like but not bad by any means (It’s actually my wife’s favorite of the three). I highly recommending these especially for dudes with sensitive skin like myself.

				
				
					
					2019
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Kyle
Reviewed by Kyle






I recommend this product











Rated 5 out of 5








Review posted




5 Stars




Smells great, and I like that I can try a few out before buying an entire bottle
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Was this helpful?



0 people voted yes




0 people voted no
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Robert G.
Reviewed by Robert G.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product











Rated 5 out of 5








Review posted




Color Samples




I really appreciate having the ability to test out the different samples. This has helped me to save money and invest in the specific products that I like.
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Was this helpful?



0 people voted yes
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Robert A.
Reviewed by Robert A.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product
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Great scents




My wife liked the Gatsby scent the best, got some really great romantic response!!!
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Terry S.
Reviewed by Terry S.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product











Rated 4 out of 5
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Colotion




Love what I’ve tried so far.  Only got the samples for now.  The Gatsby is the nicest one so far. Has a soft smooth feel and a very subtle fragrance not to strong.
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Peter S.
Reviewed by Peter S.



Verified Buyer






I recommend this product
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Great purchace




I liked 2 of the 3 smells and bought a 4oz of the royal oud
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